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1. This paper is successor of [3] and we use the notation of [3]. In closing the 
investigation begun there we determine all irreducible subgroups Y= (Yn Js} of 
GL( V) where V is a finite dimensional vectorspace over F, . Since it is already 
established, that such a group Y contains either a set of root involutions or 
“Stellmacher elements”, we just have-in essence-to apply known theorems 
correctly. The structure of Y is given by the following four propositions. 
1 .l. Suppose dim V = n > 6 and Y = (Y n Jz) is an irreducible subgroup 
of GL( V), where V is aFz-vectorspace. Also assume Y n J1 = o and / 0( Y)J > 3. 
Then n = 2m, O(Y) contains a noncyclic normal 3-subgroup and one of the following 
cases is true. 
(a) Y posesses a normal subgroup K with Y/K ‘v .Z,:, . Moreover either 
(i) K N Es,,-’ , or 
(ii) O,(K) ‘u E3” , K/O,(K) N E,,-l , or 
(iii) m = 4, O,(K) N E2, and Y/O,(K) N GL(2, 3). 
(b) n = 6, O,(Y) is extraspecial of order 27, and / Y : O,( Y)I = 2. 
1.2. Suppose dim V = n 2 6 and Y = (Y n Jz) is an irreducible subgroup of 
GL( V), where V is a F,-vectorspace. Suppose o # D = Y n T, has the property 
that (a, b) N A, , A,, or SL(2,3) f ora,bEDand[a,b]#l. Thenoneofthe 
following is true for X = <D>. 
(a) X is elementary abelian. 
(b) X is irreducible, n = 2m and 
(9 X = A2m+l , A2m+z T 
(ii) X = Sp(2m, 2), 
(iii) X N S0+(2m, 2), SO-(2m, 2), 
(iv) X ci GU(m, 2). 
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1.3. Supposedim~=nZ6andI~-iYn J’ zi is an irreducible subgroup of 
GL( V), where V is a F,-vectorspace. Suppose that Y n Jz+ contains a normal set 
D of nondegenerate root involutions with / ab j < 5 for a, b E D and O(T’)I < 3. 
Then X = (D) is a irreducible subgroup of GL( V) and 
(a) n = 2m, X ‘v Sp(2m, 2) SO+(2m, 2), SO--(2m, 2), or SL(m, 4). 
(b) n =: 6, X ‘v a, (tripZe cover of A,), OY U,(3). 
1.4. Suppose dim V = n 2 6 and Y = (Y n Jz:’ is an irreducible subgroup of 
GL( V), where V is a Fz-vectorspace. Suppose that Y n Jz+ contains a normal set D 
of degenerate root involutions with i ab 1 <: 5 for a, b E D and j O(Y)’ f 3. Then 
Then n = 2m and X =~m (0) is an irreducible subgroup of GL( V) satisiving one of 
the following: 
(a) XN Sp(m, 4), O+(m, 4), 0-(m, 4) and m is even. 
(b) X N SU(m, 2) 
(c) n = 8 and X ry Sp(6, 2), or SL(2, 4) 1 Z, , 
(d) n = 12 and X is isomorphic to a triple cover of “O,-(3). 
Remark. The structure of the irreducible groups Y = (Y n Jz; is well known 
for dim V < 6. 
2. THE PROOFS 
We can always assume that Y n J1 = o by [3; (2.6)]. 
Proof of 1 .l. (1) Suppose I7 contains an abelian normal subgroup of odd 
order > 3. Then conclusion (a) of I. 1 holds. 
Since Y = (I’ n J2) we have ’ Z(Y)( < 3. Assume M is a normal abelian 
p-subgroup of order > 3. Again as Y =-= (Y n Jz) we havep = 3 and 112 is not 
cyclic. So M is an elementary abelian 3-subgroup if we choose JI as small as 
possible. For t E E-n J2 choose m E M - CM(t). Then n = m-lmt E M n 
(T2 u T4) and M = (nYj by the choice of M. Hence W = V, n = 2m, and 
V = V, @ ... 0 I;,, is a decomposition into unique 2-dimensional irreducible 
M-spaces. Y permutes these spaces transitively. Denote by K the kernel of this 
permutation representation. Then Y/K ‘v xm . Set L = O,(K). Then L N Es,-1 
or Ezm and K/L N 1, E, , Es,-1 , or Ezm . As Y n J, = o we have K/L I < 2”“. 
If K/L N EzmWl then K n Jz -+ ,G and j L / = 3” follows. Assume now 
1 K/L ’ = 2. Then Y/L is a subgroup of a split extension of the F.&,-permuta- 
tion module by L?m . Thus either Y/L N 2, @ E,, or m = 4 and T-/L = GL(2, 3). 
The first case however does not occur as then <Y- n J2) must have index 2 in Y. 
In the second case ,L = 27 as otherwise Y would have a subgroup of index 3. 
This argument also yields I L ’ = 3”-l if L = K. 
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(2) Suppose every normal abelian subgroup of Y is cyclic. Then conclusion (b) 
of 1.1 holds. 
Set X = O,(Y). As in (1) we have 1 X I > 3 and by assumption every abelian 
characteristic subgroup of X is cyclic of order < 3. Thus by [6; III 13.101 X is 
extraspecial, Z(X) = .Z( Y), and as in (1) we have X n (T, U T4) # @. Suppose 
/ X / ==: 3a”+i. An irreducible complex faithful representation of X has degree 3’i 
(see [6; v 16.141). Since V is X-irreducible we have that 3” divides n. So n = 6 
and K = I. Now Y C C,,(,,(Z(X)) an d so Y/X is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
SL(2, 3). The assertion follows. 
Proof of 1.2. We assume that X = (Dj is not elementary abelian. Clearly: 
(1) X has only one nontrivial composition factor on V and thus is irreducible. 
On the set DT = {(d) / d E D} define a graph by connecting A, B E DT iff 
[A, B] # 1 (i.e. A N B in {A, B)). Let Df = D, U ... U D, be a partition into 
components. Then X is the central product of the Xi = (Di) (1 < i < s) and 
since dj E Dj centralizes the nontrivial X,-composition factor for i # j we even 
have s = 1. So 
(2) D is either a conjugacy class in X or splits into two conjugacy classes of X. 
In any case by [7] we have: 
(3) X/Z(X) N A,; Sp(2h, 2), h > 3; GU(h, 2); SO+(2h, 2); SO-(2h, 2); 
PSp(2h, 3), h > 2; U,(3), h 3 3; G,(4); HJ; Sx; or 1. 
Note that always Z(x) _C X” = X’ and X’ n Jz # a. So if xl/Z(X) is a 
Lie-group then X’ is a factorgroup of a universal Lie-group with the only 
possible exception of X/Z(X) N U,(3) (see [5]). 
(4) If X’/Z(X) is a Lie-group over F, or F4 we apply [2; 10.21 and conclusions 
(b), (c), and (d) follow. 
(5) If X/Z(X) N A, th ennisevenandh =n+ 1 orn+2(Visisomor- 
phic to the nontrivial factor of the Fa-permutation module, which we call the 
standard module). 
The F,A,-modules are well known for K < 8 (note that Z(X) = 1 as X = 
(X n T,)). We assume K > 8 and proceed by induction. Also X = (d, ,..., d,) 
withd,ED(l <i,(t)wheret =K/2ifkisevenandt =(k- 1)/2ifKisodd. 
Hence n ,( 2t. If A C X is isomorphic to an alternating group and A is generated 
by elements in D then A has exactly one nontrivial composition factor on V 
which is standard by induction. 
Suppose Fz is odd. Then n < K - I. Take t E X n Jz+ such that t -+ (1,2)(3,4). 
Then Cr(t) 2 (t) @ C where C ‘u A,.-, . Since C is generated by (k - 5)/2 
elements in D we have V = V, @ Vc where Vc is standard. t induces an involu- 
tion of type JzT,I on I’, and so dim I o > 4. Therefore n > k - 1. By induction 
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a subgroup isomorphic to A,-, centralizes a nontrivial vector and so V is 
X-standard. 
Assume now k is even. Choose B, C C X with B ‘v C ‘v A,-, and X = 
(B, C). Set A = B n C. Then n = dim ( VB f Vc) < dim VB + dim I/C - 
dimV~=k-l.Ifn=k-l,thenXhasanorbitoflengthkonV-say 
“1 I..., vk (use if necessary the dual representation of X). Since vi + ... + V~ = 0 
the space (vi + zjj 1 i < j) has dimension k - 2 and is X-invariant, a contra- 
diction. So n = k - 2 and induction shows that V is X-standard. 
(6) X/Z(X) * WQk, 3), uk(3) (k 3 3). 
Since any subgroup of X generated by a conjugacy class of elements out of D 
has only one nontrivial composition factor on V, it suffices to show that the case 
X/Z(X) N PSp(6, 3) or U,(3) is impossible. In the first case X/Z(X) contains a 
subgroup isomorphic to a split extension of E36 by Sp(4,3) whose counter image 
in X is generated by a class of elements in D. By 1.1 this is impossible. In the 
second case X = (dl , d, , d3) with di E D and so n < 6. But subgroups of 
GL(6,2) which are isomorphic to Us(3) have no elements in Tz . 
(7) X/Z(X) yk NJ, sz, or . I. 
If X/Z(X) N HJ then X = (4, d, , d3) with di E D (see [7]). Thus n < 6, 
a contradiction. If X/Z(X) N S.Z or . 1, then there is a subset F in D such that 
(F)/Z((F)) ‘v G,(4). By (4) this is impossible. 
Proof of 1.3. By 1.1 / O(Y)j = I Z(Y)1 < 3. By [8; 4.1.5 - 61 X/Z(X) is 
generated by a class of root involutions. So with [8; theorem 21: X/Z(X) ‘v 
A,(q), (n 2 2); B,(q), (n 2 3); Wz), Qdq), (n 2 4); G2(d (respectively 
G,(2)‘); 34(q); F,(q); 2E6(q); -G(q); -WI); G(q), where q = 2 or 4 or A, , ffJ. 
Moreover O(X) = Z(X) < x’. So if X/Z(X) is a Lie-group over F2 or F,, then 
X is a factorgroup of the universal Lie-group of X/Z(X). We apply [2; 10.21 to 
get conclusion (a) and X N Us( 3) in case (b). If X/Z(X) ru A, then X is generated 
by three elements in D and X N a, and n = 6. 
Suppose finally X/Z(X) N X ‘v HJ. X is g enerated by four elements in D. So 
n < 8. Inspecting the structure of the centralizer of a noncentral involution we 
conclude that all involutions of X lie in X n J2 . On the other hand every element 
of order 5 is inverted by an involution, a contradiction. 
Proof of 1.4. As in the proof of 1.3 we have that D is a conjugacy class of the 
irreducible group T = (D). By [ 1; Sect. 131 T/Z(T) contains a minimal, normal, 
simple subgroup MZ( T)/Z( T), such that dX is a class of degenerate root involu- 
tions X = M(d) and a suitable d E D. By [l] we have. 
(1) X/Z(X) is isomorphic to one of the following groups: 
(a) & , dx is the class of transpositions. 
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(b) SP@, d, u&h O+(k d, or 0-(k, q), q = 2, 4 and dx is the class of 
transvections. 
(c) nOkc(p), p = 3 or 5, dx is a class of reflections. 
(4 SW. 
(e) L,(q) 2 Z;, , q > 2 even. 
(f) M(22), M(23), OY M(24). 
(2) If X/Z(X) is a Lie-group over a field of even characteristic then one of 
conclusions (a), (b), or (c) holds. 
Namely Z(X) C X’ and so by [5] X is isomorphic to a factor group of the 
universal Lie-group of X/Z(X). Now apply [2]. 
(3) X/Z(X) 7i z;, . 
This assertion follows from the following lemma: 
Suppose X Y Z;, is a subgroup of GL( V) w h ere V is aJinite dimensionalF,-vector- 
space and k > 5. Suppose X n JI = m and D = X n Jz is the set of trans- 
positions. 
Assume further that X has no trivial composition factor on V. Then either k = 5 
and X Y SL(2,4)* or V contains a submodule W such that W and V/W are 
isomorphic to the F,&standard module (here we call the irreducible nontrivial 
factor of the F,Z;1-permutation module the standard module). 
We prove the lemma by induction and may assume k > 9. Let 2 C X be a 
subgroup isomorphic to E, where 5 < m < k and assume that Z is generated by 
elements of D = X n Jz . Obviously Z has at most two nontrivial composition 
factors. Assume that there is only one nontrivial factor. By induction D n 2 
induces transvections on this factor which therefore is standard. Hence 
Xn Tz # a. By 1.2(5) th en V = Vx’ is the X-standard module. So V is the 
X-standard module, in contradiction to X n J1 = O. So Z has always two 
nontrivial composition factors. 
Assume first k is odd. Take t E D and set Cx(t) = (t) @ 2 where Z N ,&, . 
Now dim Vz = 2(k - 3) and V = Vz @ Vz . t acts as an involution of type 
J2’ on V, so n > 2k - 2. Choose R N Z in X with L = R n Z ‘v .&+, and 
X=(R,Z).Thenn,(dimVR+dimVz-dimVL=2k-2.Son=2k-2. 
Take S E &_, in X. Then dim V, 3 2. Thus X has at least three orbits of 
length k on V#. Thus we have a X-decomposition V = U @ U’into standard 
modules. 
Assume now that k is even. If V is not irreducible there is nothing to prove. 
Now n 3 dim Vz > 2(k - 2) where Z ‘U .&-, and V = Vz @ V, . If 
V, # 0 then V is reducible. Hence n = 2(k - 2). By the above we have 
481/56/1-18 
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V =: U 0 W where zi N W is the standard Z-module. Take t E S (I Jz such 
that C - Cx(t) = (t) @ R with zk-a N R C Z. C is maximal in X centralizing 
Vt of dimension 2. Now X has three orbits of length (!J and each of these orbits 
contains a Z-orbit of length k - 1. We denote the Z-orbits by B, = (ur ,.,., q-a , 
U&l = U] + ..’ -+ uke2j C U, B, = (wl ,..., wkez, wkel -= w1 + .‘. f w~-~} _C W, 
and B, = {ur -:- wr ,..., ukP2 + wL-a, uk-r + wk-r}. Further we can make the 
following assumptions, 2 acts “naturally” on Bi , t corresponds to (k -- 1, h), Z 
to the stabilizer of k, and R to the stabilizer of k - 1, k. Take s in X corresponding 
to (k - 2, k - 1). Now I/, = V and t centralizes Vs where S N zk_, , 
S C C,(s). The elements of V, lie in 6 Z-orbits of length (k - 1)(/r - 2), three 
Z-orbits of length (“;I), and three Z-orbits of length k - 1. We conclude that 
a X-orbit of length (t) contains a Z-orbit of length k - 1 and (“2’). Since 
z&.$ V, we have $-s E {2+-a $ z&-r, Wkea + wii-r, tik--? + uk-r + wk-r -!- w~-~). 
Also t centralizes Vt and q-a E U i.e. U is X-invariant. 
(4) If v7-q --L,(4) 1 ‘G , th en n = 8, k = 2, and X ‘v SL(2,4) 2 Z, . 
Since X = (X n Ja> we have q = 4 and Z(X) = I. As x’ is irreducible the 
assertion follows. 
(5) Suppose X/Z(X) N nO$(p), p = 3, 5. If p = 5, then E = +, k = 4 
(case (4)). Ifp = 3, k >, 6, then E = -, k = 6, 1 Z(X)] = 3, and n = 12. 
Remark. For p = 3 the cases k < 6 are covered by exceptional isomor- 
phisms. Note L+-(3) N ud(3) L U,(2) (see [4]). 
If R is a D-subgroup such that R/Z(R) N_ “Od( p) with 4 < m < k, then R 
has only one nontrivial composition factor. So it is enough to show that the cases 
k=4,e==-,p=5,andk=6,e=+,p=3cannotoccur. 
“O,(5) is generated by five reflections and contains a normal subgroup 
isomorphic to L,(25). As 13 does not divide the order of GL(10,2) the first case 
can not occur. 
Further L&+(3) N_ L,(3). So if X/Z(X) /v O,+(3) we have Xl@) N L,(3) by [5]. 
Moreover X contains a D-subgroup R which has a normal subgroup isomorphic 
to Ea4 . (SL(2, 3) @ SL(2, 3)) which is impossible by 1.1. If X/Z(X) eff0,(3) 
we use the isomorphism J&(3) e SO-(6,2) and [2]. If X/Z(X) N O,-(3) then 
there is a D-subgroup R in X with Oz(R/Z(X)) = P * K/Z(X) with O,(R)/Z(X) = 
P/Z(X) N Es4 and R EL,(Q). Using 1 .l it follows Z(X) N Z, . Since & is a 
D-subgroup of X/Z(X) we have n > 12 by (3). Moreover X = (P,Q) with 
K_CN,(Q) and P-Q in X. Hence V = V(Q*P> = L’Q = L’K = VP and 
n = 12. 
Finally, T = X by [ 1, 41. 
(6) X/Z(X) e JV2), M(23), M(24). 
Clear by the structure of D-subgroups. 
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